PS...Your Gardens Deserve the Best!

Paragon Stakes, Markers
and Springs

Paragon Spring is a U.S. manufacturer and a premier supplier
to arboreta, botanic gardens, conservatories, nurseries and
universities internationally. Our products’ quality exceeds
standards set by high profile customers and are manufactured to
last year after year.

Above, stakes can also
be used to hold roping.
Left, stakes serve a dual
purpose of supporting
structures that protect
against deer damage and
identifying plantings.

Lengths, hole locations, material thickness and ends can be
altered to meet your specific needs. Our staff will work with
your curator or your plant records staff to determine what meets
your current marking needs.

Stakes
Materials: Cold rolled steel or aluminum
Finishes: Gloss, semi-gloss or flat black
powder coated
Bottom ends: Straight or pointed angle
Tops: Loops, flattened loops, straight or angled
Holes: To specification
Lengths: To specification

Choose from different
lengths, materials
and ends

Cold Rolled Steel Stakes
with hole for
ID tag

Round Aluminum Stakes
with hole for
ID tag

Automotive finish
Flattened loop with hole
Commonly ordered
material sizes: .187,
.250, .375
1-ft, 2-ft, 3-ft lengths
Custom lengths

Plain finish
Flattened loop
with hole
Commonly ordered
material sizes:
.187, .250, .375
1-ft, 2-ft, 3-ft lengths
Custom lengths

Aluminum Stakes
with holes for
ID plaque

Plant Markers
with slits for
label

Accession Stakes
with flat upper
section

Automotive finish
.750 wide x .187 thick,
aluminum
45º angle bend
Two .153 holes for plaque
with 1.510 spacing
Custom sizes and spacing
available
1-ft, 2-ft, 3-ft lengths
Custom lengths

Automotive finish
Laser cut cold rolled
steel
2 x 4 embossed label
holder with slits
45º angle bend
17 overall length
Custom lengths

Round aluminum
Material size: .187 to
.375
One or two holes

Note: Use “TOUGHPRINT”
brand paper (100% waterproof)
and your computer to make your
own labels. See picture at top of
the first page.

“Pig Tail” Stakes
.105 302 stainless
steel
Pig Tail loop is
1.500 O.D.
close-coiled
13.500 overall
length
Custom lengths

Different hole
configurations

Flattened loops

Flat Cold Rolled Steel
Stakes with hole
for ID tag
Automotive finish
.500 wide x .187
thick, cold rolled steel
45º angle bend
.185 hole for plaque
Custom hole(s) and spacing
available
Custom lengths

ID Tag Rings
Zinc plated
.625 diameter

Note: distance
between holes depends
on the ID tag.

Custom holes
Custom lengths

Tree ID Spring
.020 stainless steel cone or
straight spring

Gives trees room to grow

Holds tags in place

Custom lengths

1.500 overall length
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